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mysterious way happily reunites the original owner and the woman to whom he

Morrison are the principals.

man. The union proves unhappy. The ring in a 
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MOONSHINE MOLLY (2 reels)—A mountain moonshine
with Mae Marsh and Robert Harron in ideal parts.

ONLY A SISTER—A story of unusual plot and incident, and oi 

gripping interest.
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Hardly, but advertisers should 
worry, and that’s a sure thing 
Almost every newsboy in town j 
sells The Mail and Advocate, as 
well as a large number of short J 
agents, in different sections of 1 
the city and outports.
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• sure result getter.
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may be smooth in the beginning, fights hard to produce—but the all of the cultivation should be DAL AST CO,, P.0. Box 68, Stb *ohn’&
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